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We have lit circles, inquiry-based learning, 
hidden adaptations  and other methods, 
yet…





 categorization versus individualization (grouping can stigmatize but not 
grouping can lead to not giving support)

 schools should be egalitarian, but certain behaviours are favoured
 actual practice of everyday life vs. inclusive theory

It does seem, though, that in addition to our perspective on students in need of 
“special education”, and what that education is, our view of the social 

element should be consequential towards our view of inclusion and how it 
should be achieved.





First, one might ponder what those who introduced the concept 
tried to communicate. (reaction to fate of “mainstreaming” and 
“integration”)

Secondly, one might look at the linguistic roots of the concept—
i.e. try to discern its meaning by an investigation of the words 
from which it emanates. (As a concept, inclusion will become 
re-contextualized and this will imply that a multitude of new 
meanings are generated, via dissemination, permeation and 
interpretation into other realms.)

Thirdly, one can look at how the new concept is used in 
communication.   

In this context, the first and third approaches seem appropriate.







Corker & Shakespeare, 2002, p. 4



Let’s revisit our opening statements….

Again, we feel the need to argue for the necessity of situating the 
discussion about inclusion (and students in need of “special education”) 
within a discussion about democracy, as, inclusion has to be arrived at in 
decision-making processes that are inclusive in nature.











Representative democracy, as it presupposes the need for independent public administration and 
presupposes knowledgeable experts at different levels of the system—people are technical to 
affairs of the powerful.

Participatory democracy strives to involve citizens in decision-making, both through referendums 
and in participation at the local level—although this is not beneficial to the very powerful/rich.  
Regarding education, such involvement might consist of boards with representation of a majority 
of parents. In this way, the citizens’ power is expressed in actual decision-making at the expense 
of influence from experts. The participatory model is influenced by communitarian ideas and the 
importance of morals and virtue are underscored.



Deliberative democracy, finally, is similar to this model but differs in that especially communicative 
processes are considered to be of utmost importance in order to legitimate democracy. The 
procedure of handling issues where there are different opinions is fore-grounded. Such a public, 
communicative Special education, inclusion and democracy procedure is in place when rational 
arguments for and against an issue are presented by equal participants, without compulsion or 
undue influence, and ends in a consensual decision which has a common good as its ultimate 
rational (cf. Arendt, 1994). In this way, deliberate democracy tries to bridge the conflict between 
majority politics and the interests of individuals and minorities (Habermas, 1996). Regarding 
educational processes, the deliberative model underscores the importance of communication 
between different interest groups. The outcome of such communication cannot be stipulated in 
advance. Instead, the form of the deliberation is what warrants the outcome.



Traditional Inclusive (via practising deliberative 
democracy)

Roots in psychology and medicine; professional discourse Roots in deliberation; social knowledge-discourse (inquiry; 
conversation)

Adherence to segregated educational provision Handling issues where there are different opinions is fore-
grounded

Child’s objective deficits to contribute Child’s contributions

Differences are periphery Differences valued, presupposed

Focus on what is wrong with the individuals Looks at what can be changed in the environment through 
vigorous analysis

Course of action (diagnosis = deficit) Not able to predict outcome (diagnosis = hope/possibility)

Recommendations-prescriptive, voice of expert Collective reasoning- underscores the importance of 
communication



“Citizens must understand that there is only one 
purpose for education in the republic: to educate 
citizens to know about and participate in issues 
important to the flourishing of the republic.”

Empowerment through voicing their minds and getting 
to know thyself through dialogue, listening, deliberation
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